RAM® Hemi UNDERHOOD system now available for order
VMAC’s latest UNDERHOOD air compressor increases market offering
Nanaimo, B.C., September 25, 2014 – With VMAC’s latest UNDERHOOD kit going into production soon,
dealers now have an opportunity to provide an UNDERHOOD air compressor for the latest model of
RAM® trucks with Hemi® 6.4L and 5.7L engines. In the last year 49,015 new RAM trucks were sold in the
United States for commercial purposes. RAM has a large and growing base of very loyal customers who
have been asking for a VMAC UNDERHOOD system to be available on this engine. This system marks the
continuation of VMAC’s support of the RAM truck. Last year, VMAC announced the UNDERHOOD for
RAM trucks with the Cummins engine.
“RAM trucks with the Hemi 6.4L and 5.7L are important vehicles in the North American commercial
industry,” says Dan Hutchinson, VMAC Vice President of Sales and Marketing. “They are known for their
strength and reliability, just like the UNDERHOOD, so we want to provide great products for it.”
The system provides the same reliable, compact, power the UNDERHOOD is known for. It weighs just
160 lbs and leaves behind no footprint at all on the truck while providing 70 CFM and up to 175 psi. Its
performance is unrivalled, providing reliable power in the heat of the Australian Outback and frozen
Canadian Alberta oilsands winters.
This system is now available for pre-order. For photos or information about VMAC, VMAC UNDERHOOD
and VMAC Hydraulic Air Compressor Systems and Throttles, visit www.vmacair.com or call (250) 7388622.

####
VMAC engineers and manufactures compact, powerful compressed air solutions for clients in the mobile-mechanic,
tire service, utilities, mining and gas, and construction industries. Beginning almost 30 years ago with a contract to
design a jet engine for the Canadian military VMAC has grown into the world-wide leader in manufacturing
UNDERHOOD air compressor systems. These award-winning systems use less space, are light-weight and
powerful. VMAC is one of only a few companies in North America that completely manufacture its own rotary
screw compressors, and also designs custom solutions for multi-national OEM clients. VMAC has won multiple
awards including 75 Best Workplaces in Canada and the B.C. Exporter of the Year award.

